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Abstract 
Chongqing's fire protection planning and the hillside buildings’ fire protection practices have constructed the tri-dimensional
disaster prevention system by the characteristic urban planning and design usually according to the special details of topographic
height difference, and combining with the theory of performance-based fire protection design, and much local codes have been 
formulated in Chongqing to cause the fire protection planning and fire prevention design to have legal support so as to guarantee
the character of the buildings’ space and shape and assure the buildings’ fire protection security. The practice of Chongqing's tri-
dimensional disaster prevention system and characteristic fire protection design will provide beneficial reference for other 
mountainous cities’ fire protection planning and hillside buildings’ fire protection design. 
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The construction of Chongqing has been carried in the complex terrain, this decides that compared with the plain 
city, there are various great differences for the urban transportation system and the disaster prevention system in the 
great terrain elevation difference, urban spatial structure, the density and the standard, etc. Therefore, the fire 
planning and the fire-prevention design for hillside buildings should be carried out according to special details of the 
terrain in the mountainous city. 
The ways of adapting the location and setting passageways of Chongqing's traditional hillside buildings often 
included setting entrance in different level, setting lower level and lower part of the building, cantilevering the 
building and so on, and the modern (large-scale) hillside buildings often directly connect many higher and lower 
roads, the bottom, middle part and even the roof are equipped with safety exits leading to the outdoor ground. When 
the disaster occurs, not only people can escape from many exits in different elevation to the outdoor ground, but also 
fireman can carry on the dimensional fire-fighting on the higher and the lower roads, all of these has both 
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constituted tri-dimensional disaster prevention system for the city, and formed the characteristic fire protection 
design for the buildings. 
1. Mountainous city Chongqing's tri-dimensional fire planning 
Based on the city’s fire risk assessment and its worst situation, the city’s fire planning and the corresponding 
technical schedule attempt to optimize the allocation of fire forces and rescuing facilities to consummate the city’s 
fire safety planning and the public fire facility construction [1-2]. Mountainous city has usually been planned by the 
pattern of central groups, its fire protection planning needs to unify the natural scenery pattern of “river” and 
“mountain”, and to set disaster prevention and the isolated area (plane fire protection separated strip) consisted of 
open area, lawn, park, path, water body and so on in the dangerous area and the location for fire easy to spread, as 
well as to set “the firewall” which can obstruct the fire class (tri-dimensional fire protection separated strip) by large 
expanse fireproof buildings(the higher the better), so as to be far away from each kind of flammable explosive 
dangerous material facilities, and to guarantee the safety of massive public utilities and residential buildings.
Chongqing has established “the third-level tri-dimensional network-like urban fire protection planning”, that 
means disaster prevention system with the third level of “main city zone, district and county city zone, small town”, 
with the trinity of “land and water and air” and with local locations, both have assured the urban safety, and adapted 
the fire protection planning to the city’s intensive development tendency [3]. Chongqing’s emergency shelter 
planning of disaster prevention system was promulgated in August 2008, "The Emergency Shelter Planning of 
Disaster Prevention for Public Emergency in Main City Zone (2007-2020)" stipulated that 16 city-level and 87 
district-level emergency shelters for public emergency will be completed to 2020. The city-level emergency shelter 
may place the refugees above 30 days, and the district-level emergency shelter may been arrived at by less than 1 
hour’s walking after the disaster happened, even the open space of golf courses were integrated to the system....... 
Along with the planning's gradual implementation, it will greatly reduce the casualties and the property loss in the 
city disaster. 
2. Fire protection layouts adapted the complex terrain for high-rise hillside building group 
The technical support of fire safety is the national significant demand, which contains profound and complex 
science and technology connotation [4]. People’s fire response performance depends on human characteristic, fire's 
characteristic and the building characteristic [5]. Therefore, the planning and design for building’s safety guard 
should been taken steps in the earlier stages [6]. In order to guarantee fire suppression and safety evacuation 
smoothly, “Code for Fire Protection Design of Tall Buildings (GB500045-95)” requests that the podium with height 
bigger than 5m and the depth bigger than 4m should not be arranged in the limit of in a broadside or 1/4 perimeter, 
which is not smaller than a broadside length in each high-rise building’s base at least, and the staircase directly 
leading to the outdoor ground or the exit directly leading to the staircase should be arranged in this limit. However, 
the hillside environment’s complex and changeable terrain condition and height difference of roads bring difficulty 
for guaranteeing the building wall for fire fighting or the work field for climbing up. According to the practical 
experience, and based on the classifies for the way of good union for the building wall for fire fighting and the work 
field for climbing up, the fire protection layouts adapted the complex terrain for high-rise hillside building group 
include several fundamental types, such as peripheral planning closed to streets, tri-dimensional network-like layout 
and square or courtyard layout and so on. 
2.1 The peripheral planning closed to streets 
The peripheral type means that each high-rise building is arranged around to the public body (podium) and closed 
to the city roads or fire traffic lanes. For example, Chongqing DeYi ShiJie Project has arranged each high-rise 
building peripherally, and set multiple directions fire traffic lanes through the podium. The building group can 
utilize peripheral roads to organize the work for fire fighting and evacuating, the introverted garden connecting 
different elevation's roads can self-organize walk system, and the fire engines may drive into the courtyard interior 
in the emergency (Figure 1). What needs to pay attention is that the landscape arranged in the courtyard must 
consider the possibility for the fire engine’s driving in and rotation when the short side’s width of the square or 
courtyard is more than 24m, and can ensure the building wall for fire fighting at the same time, but also need to 
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provide enough fire fighting field (first class high-rise building requests not less than 18×18m, second class requests 
15×15m at least). The slope of the road for the fire fighting should be controlled in 5%. 
Some hillside buildings often have the fire traffic lanes near two long sides, but each other is actually unable to 
connect because of the terrain limit. TuoZhan Building is one of the examples: the 2 floors podium joins one 27-
floors office buildings and another two 18-floors residential buildings, and the length along the street is amount to 
165 meters. According to code, the building should arranged the fire engine lane to pass through in the moderate 
location when the length along the street is more than 150m, but this way can not be carried out because the roads’ 
elevation difference of TuoZhan Building’s both sides is above 4m. Therefore, the design established ingeniously a 
24 ×24m platform between two residential buildings which can link the higher road. The platform provided the field 
for fire engine to concentrate, fire fight and u-turn, and linked the lower road with outdoor stairs. The fire engine 
and the fire fighter can rapidly arrive at the building group from one side to another side upwards or downwards. 
Thus the measure solved the difficult fire fighting problem originated from the road elevation difference and the 
building’s ultra length (Figure 2). 
2.2 Tri-dimensional network-like layout  
The tri-dimensional network-like layout means that the fire engines can approach the high-rise building in the 
different elevation location, what has richer security because of tri-dimensional network for fire fighting and 
evacuating. For example, WangLongMen project locates at hillside area with steep slope, and the nearby roads’ high 
and low elevation difference is near 40m, in which several high-rise buildings were scattered and organized. The 
curve traffic lane hanging up 8-14m which is not only the walking path linking to each building but also is the 
channel for fire fighting and evacuating when fire happened connected each building in middle part(Figure 3). 
Another example is XiSanJie Complexity Project constituted by high-rise residential building and large-scale market 
building. The nearby roads’ high and low elevation difference of the site is above 10m. The fire engine can arrive at 
the roof of large-scale podium. The roof is not only the site for usual contact or rest, but also is the field for fire 
fighting and evacuating when fire happened (Figure 4). 
Fig1 High-rise buildings’ peripheral planning closed to streets 
Fig2 Platform set in the high-rise buildings’ middle part for fire-fighting 
Fig3 Lifting the fire traffic lane on sloping sites 
Fig4 Planning with three dimensional road network 
Fig5 Planning with square or courtyard 
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2.3 Square or courtyard layout  
The square or courtyard type layout means that the public buildings are decreased as (half) underground volumes, 
and the roof form the square or courtyard which is in the similar height with the road. Several high-rise buildings 
stand on the roof, and the fire engines can arrive at the roof square and approach each building for fire fighting. For 
example, the scheme design of Chongqing Marriott Hotel has lowered the volume of podium to become the 
underground commercial space, which had guaranteed fully each high-rise building’s wall for fire fighting. In the 
case, many atriums and light shafts benefiting underground space’s lighting and ventilating were set in the square, 
and the “roof ground” alleviated the nervous state of city space (Figure 5).  
3. The performance-based qualifying for hillside building’s height and category 
It is inevitable sometimes that hillside buildings breakthrough the existing “prescriptive” codes because of 
topographical condition's complexity, functional space’s comprehensiveness and shape’s characteristic, what should 
embody the idea of “performance-based” fire prevention design and “pushing forward fire prevention work’s 
modernization” [7]. Therefore, Chongqing Municipal of Urban-rural Development and Chongqing Fire Bureau 
convened the experts to demonstrate some special projects’ fire design many times in recent years. They hoped to 
seek reasonable ways that both can meet social various needs and safeguard the security, one of its important 
principles is “To Change Concept and to Determine the Building Anew”, that is through some of necessary reform 
measures for the problematic works to change the conventional and original concept, to determine its new awareness 
and quality mainly from the perspective of the fire protection design, to make the building more concise and 
reasonable, and to make it being according with mountain city’s construction actually [8]. 
3.1 To determine the high-rise building and the business-living building separately as the multi-story building and 
residential building 
How to recognize the real outdoor ground from different elevations is the basic premise for determining the 
height and category of hillside buildings. The promulgation and the execution of “Code for the Fire-prevention 
Design for High-rise Hillside Buildings of Chongqing(DB 50/5031-2004, Hillside-Code for short)” has caused the 
problem of determining hillside high-rise building’s height and category to have legal support. Hillside high-rise 
buildings are divided into three cases and six kinds in “Hillside-Code”, and the building’s category can be 
determined after separately calculating its height for the higher part and the lower part when it satisfies the following 
four conditions (Figure 6).  
Fig6 High-rise hillside building’s altitude and classification for fire protection design 
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1) The first is “to guarantee fire engines’ fighting”, which should satisfy the following conditions: fire engines 
can carry out fire fighting in the higher road, the sidewalk need be set at the bottom of the slope when the height of 
building’s lower part is not more than 24mˈ and even the fire lane need be set when its height is more than 24m. 
2) The second is “to separate staircases for the higher part and the lower part”: a same staircase can be co-utilized 
for higher and lower part of the building in the 1st kind and in the 2nd kind, but the staircase should lead to outdoor 
ground on the ground floor, and fire resistance partition wall should be erected between the double-running stairs to 
separate the higher and the lower people flow in here; the respective staircases of the public building and residential 
building for the 3rd and the 4th kind should be established independently, all staircases should lead to outdoor 
ground on the ground floor too, the evacuation routes should be separated from other space by fire-proof walls; and 
the respective staircases of the higher or lower public building and residential building should be established 
independently. 
3) The third is “to protect the elevator”: the guest ladders of the 1st kind and the 2nd kind can be utilized in 
common for higher part and lower part, but they must be established according to the standard for fire lift; the guest 
ladders of the 3rd, the 4th and the 5th should be arranged separately from the fire lifts, only the fire lifts can be 
utilized both for higher and lower part, and the fire lift must be established separately for the higher part and lower 
part in 6th kind. 
4) The fourth is “to set fireproof separation”: “the dividing line ” floor between the higher and lower part can not 
opened for atrium or escalators and so on, its floor’s duration of fire resistance must amount to 2 hours, the 
incombustible solid wall with 1.20m and duration of fire resistance should be placed between the higher and the 
lower window on dividing line floor, or the fire eaves extend 1.00m with 1.50 hours’ duration of fire resistance 
should be placed above the window below the dividing line floor. 
Thus it can be seen that Hillside-Code’s basic mentality is to calculate high-rise building’s corresponding height 
separately after it was divided into the higher part and the lower part by partitioning vertical fire compartment, and 
arranging safety evacuation system and fire fighting field respectively. The building’s category can be determined 
respectively and the corresponding fire protection design can be carried on after the four conditions mentioned 
previously are satisfied completely. For example, the 1st or 2nd kind is essentially high-rise building but its higher 
part can be determined as multi-story building in this kind of situation; the 3rd or 4th kind is essentially high-rise 
business-living building but its higher part has been determined as residential building by Hillside-Code; the 5th or 
6th kind is essentially high-rise business-living building but the higher part can be determined possibly as multi-
story business-living building. It’s obvious that “the performance-based” fire protection design codes will provide 
greater advantage compared with “the prescriptive” codes [9]. 
3.2 To determine the underground first story as ground floor  
Most fire fatalities mainly result from smoke and toxic gas inhalation from the burning objects in a fire incident. 
People will continuously or intermittently suffer from the moving and gathered smoke, and from the intimidation of 
thermal stress throughout the course of the fire [10-11].Most hillside buildings’ underground space have not natural 
light and ventilation measures, so it is difficult to rule out lots of smoke and heat in a fire incident. The safety exits 
of the basement are often less, and the safety exits usually become vents of the flame and the smoke when fire 
happened, together with dense smoke reduces visibility sharply and causes severe hypoxia, so it is difficult not only 
to evacuate, the fire fighter is also difficult to enter the smoke-filled underground space to work. Such consequence 
is often very serious. Therefore, various regulations of the fire protection codes for underground space are also more 
stringent. For example in the aspect of smoke controlling, the mechanical smoke controlling measures should be 
installed in underground space for the staircases which can not open window to remove smoke naturally, the 
antechamber, and the large-area underground rooms in which some people stay often. 
Chongqing DeYi ShiJie Project’s underground first floor has arranged the large-scale commercial space. The 
design tried to realize the natural lighting, ventilating and exhausting-smoke for every staircase, antechamber and 
commercial space. Therefore, it profited the way of lighting and ventilating from the traditional hillside’s practical
experience for underground space, and took the following two measures. First, the staircases and antechambers of 
three podiums all were set by the external wall and the smoke-exhausting wells were set nearby through which the 
every underground floor can open windows and exhaust smoke (Figure 7). The architectural oddments such as fence 
board or flower pond may be raised around the well on the ground. Secondly, many wide openings were set up 
around the podium for ground floor directly connecting the underground commercial space. People can step directly 
from the stairs in the opening into the underground space. Many openings like the declivous well that make the 
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interior and exterior space link organically that make the underground space to be suddenly enlightened and change 
the past sensory of closed dull for its in the underground space thoroughly. Thus, the underground first floor became 
as ground floor what was very advantageous to the usual using and to smoke-exhausting, evacuation and fire-
fighting in a fire incident [12]. 
3.3 To determine second story as first floor in the underground 
“Code for fire protection design of tall buildings (GB50045-95)” and “Code of Design on Building Fire 
Protection and Prevention (GB50016-2006)” stipulated that: all types of entertainment can not be arranged in the 
underground 2nd floor. When arranged in the underground 1st floor, the height difference between its ground and 
outdoor entrance should not exceed 10m, and the area of a hall or a room should not exceed 200m2…… Due to the 
complex effect of land shortage and function layout, sometimes the dance and entertainment space had to be set in 
the underground 2nd floor in practical hillside building project. But this directly has violated the code’s requirement, 
therefore the design need to be adjusted accordingly. 
Such as a Chongqing’s ground floor and second floor KTV song city’s fire protection design, its improving plan
proposed that the underground 1st floor can be determined as “interlayer” and the underground 2nd floor can be 
determined as underground 1st floor because the building has adopted with the following measures:  
• many opening staircases directly leading to outdoor ground were arranged in the underground first and the 
second floor, a "inner street " with few meters wide and tens of meters length linked up two underground floors, and 
its two ends and the side-atrium can connect the opening staircases mentioned previously, thus these can ensure that 
the two underground floors were linked up by many large area holes and the height difference between the 
underground 2nd floor and outdoor entrance was less than 10m. 
• the design has also strictly controlled the area of fire compartment and the private compartment, and added a 
circular evacuation walkway with more than 2m width. 
• many staircases directly leading to outdoor ground and side-atrium made natural ventilation and smoke-
exhausting very well, and the intelligent alarm fire extinguishing system and complete smoke-controlling facilities 
were installed in the underground space. 
After a careful review and assessment, and based on a number of safety measures need be taken further, the 
Expert Group agreed with the improving plan and concluded that “personnel safety evacuation could be guaranteed 
when fire happened in the KTV compartments”. Till then, the project design of determining the underground 2nd 
floor as underground 1st floor was implemented. 
Fig7 Natural smoke-exhausting of underground space 
Fig8 Section schema of the first and second story of an underground KTV song city  
4. The fireproof separation's performance-based design for large-scale underground commercial space of 
hillside building 
The city’s tri-dimensional intensified development is in need of enlarging unceasingly underground space, and 
the city will form aboveground and underground tri-dimensional commercial space gradually. The fire's gravity and 
harmfulness in underground space is higher than in the ground space, and its safe evacuation and fire fighting are 
very difficult. Therefore, 5.1.12 strip of “Code of Design on Building Fire Protection and Prevention” requests 
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“when the total floor area of underground shops is bigger than 20000m2, in the space firewall separation without 
door and window openings must be installed”. As a land resource scarce and intensive development mountainous 
city, Chongqing has already developed and utilized underground space on a large scale. Chongqing’s civil air 
defence work in the underground space was usually be utilized as market, and the area often surpassed the limit of 
20000m2. It’s inevitably that the underground commercial space’s development will be hindered if it is “complete 
separated” dogmatically. In view of this, the Expert Group creatively proposed an idea of separating two 
underground commercial spaces of large-scale underground market by “open style fireproof separation zone” or 
“closed style fireproof separation zone”. As one isolated space, “fireproof separation zone” has many kinds of fire 
measures, so its fire separation effect is superior to only one firewall inevitably: it not only is advantageous for usual 
linking between the markets on both sides, but also guaranteed fire protection security [13]. The above design 
requirement of fireproof separation zone has already been manifested specifically in “Code for Protection Design if 
Large-scale Commercial Buildings (DBJ50-054-2006)”of Chongqing engineering construction standard. 
4.1 Open style fireproof separation zone 
The open style fireproof separation zone forms a sinking style space with opening in the top at the attachment 
point between two underground markets, through which people can directly arrive at outdoor ground by staircase or 
steps installed with fireproof envelope, and only through which people can move from one market to another market. 
Two markets are equal to two independent buildings this time and they are on the side of sinking space in which 
smoke and hot may aggregate, so the underground market’s fire threat to another side is bigger than on the ground 
when one side is on fire. Therefore the code requests that the fire protection distance between two markets is above 
9m.
For example, the underground civil air defence works of ShuangXiangZi and the Three Gorges Square in 
Shapingba District (both as underground market usually) are connected by the open style fireproof separation zone. 
The former's total length is about 180m, total building area is 9600m2, and its total area has surpassed 20000m2 
after being connected with the latter. The total area of the two underground space will directly violate the code's 
stipulation if they were not separated from each other, but also it will violate the principle of planning requirements
of “interconnection so as to be utilized in wartime” for civil air defence work if they were completly separated by 
the firewall, because “the condition preventing escape is one of the worst personal factors leading to a high 
proportion of fatalities”[14]. In order to resolve this contradiction, the Experts Group in discuss-meeting suggested 
that opening sinking space should be formed in the connection's platform of the two underground market, people 
can enter another market only after stepping onto this open platform, and they can evacuate to the outdoor ground 
through the upward steps on the platform when in urgency (Figure 9). 
4.2 Closed style fireproof separation zone 
Closed style fireproof separation zone need be set if open space can not be formed at the underground space's 
connected point. Its form likes high-rise building's refuge areas, people should be able to arrive at another market 
only after passing through this closed space. This space should be enclosured by the fireproof wall and the floor with 
duration of fire resistance of 2 hours above. A-grade fireproof door should be set at the opening, or fireproof door be 
set nearby the fire shutter in addition. Smoke-preventing staircases need be set at this open space's vicinity by both 
sides markets’ entrances or in the space. The positive pressure ventilation, automatic alarm and automatic fire-
extinguishing sprinkler and so on many kinds of fire facilities should also set in this space. And smoke preventing 
antechamber with A-grade fireproof door whose area is not smaller than 12m2 should be set at connected point 
between the market and the separation zone, so as to prevent smoke and heat entering the closed style separation 
zone. 
For example, closed style fireproof separation zone was utilized to connect the underground civil air defence 
work of Youth Street & WuSi Street and the  access of LinJiangMen Č light rail in Chongqing. The whole length of 
this civil air defence work is 470m, and its market with area of 11000m2 was divided into 6 part of areas altogether 
at the underground 1st floor (including interlayer). And equipment level with the area of 1000m2 at the underground 
2nd floor is designed as one fireproof compartment (smaller than 2000m2). The total area of underground market is 
15000m2 after it is connected by the around underground commercial part of two buildings. This civil air defence 
work is equipped with 9 accesses altogether. The Youth Street's access directly connected with upside of the upward 
slope way of the  access of LinJiangMen Č light rail. The lower part of upward slope way of the  accessČ  also 
directly connected with the underground 2nd floor of Chongqing Time Square whose total area of its underground 
market is 9000m2. So the reasonable and proper solutions must be required because that the total area of connected 
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underground market has surpassed 20000m2. Based on the performance-based assessment report and 
simultaneously on the difficulty to a forming open style sinking space, the Expert Group at the discuss-meeting put 
forward a solution of respectively establishing a closed style fireproof separation zone with area of not smaller than 
50m2 for dividing the underground market at the conjunction of the underground civil air defence work & the 
underground 2nd layer of Time Square and the upward slope way of the  access (Figure 10).Č
Figure 9 Open style fireproof separation zone 
Figure 10 Closed style fireproof separation zone 
What needs to pay attention to is the short-side length of open style or closed style fireproof separation zone 
should not be smaller than 9m, and A-grade fireproof door at the entrance should be set with releases switch which 
can bring convenience to usual passing and been closed automatically after linking with alarm system when fire
happened. At the same time, facilities of business or amusement and so on and combustible substance (including 
decoration materials) can not be set in the separation zone in order to guarantee the true realization of this space's 
various function such as smoke and fire separation, safe evacuation, temporary refuge, etc. 
5. Conclusions
In mountain environment, buildings with different grounding elevation have different affirmative way for 
“outdoor ground”. The characteristic fire protection design of some buildings in Chongqing will possibly break 
through the codes and have some innovation. Many ways for the characteristic fire protection design including: 
• Combined with fire protection planning, hillside high-rise building groups adopted characteristic and suitable 
layout to guarantee fire fighting and safe evacuating; 
• many hillside building have been determined and designed based on performance-based fire protection theory; 
• fireproof separations were divided in large-scale underground commercial space by opens style or closed style 
fireproof separation zone. 
One whole set of idea and practice for tri-dimensional disaster prevention system which has been formed from 
such ways will provide beneficial reference for similar projects in the other mountainous cities and fireproof safety 
science for modern buildings in our country. 
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